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Scholarly publishing is in the 

midst of significant shifts
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Access to all subscription literature doesn’t exist
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Institutional ‘Big Deals’ Packages

• Part of library collections landscape since 1996

• Advantage: 

– online access to a substantial amount of journal articles often searchable   

in a single platform

• Disadvantages: 

– cost of packages have grown exponentially

– locked into multi-year licenses unfavorable to scholars and the public at-

large (excludes text & data mining, author rights, and more)

– Until campus Open Access Policy adopted in 2016, faculty almost always 

lost all rights in their papers after publication



Impact of ‘Big Deals’ Packages

• Very limited flexibility in collection budgets

– To support emerging/changing institutional needs

– To invest in new open knowledge systems

• Faculty scholarship behind paywalls with little to no reuse rights, such as 

text/data mining, sharing individual papers with classes or on lab websites

• Very little correlation between demand for content and cost of packages

• 5 commercial publishers control majority of market
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Five Commercial Publishers Control a Majority 

Market Share of Academic Journals

UMass Amherst Libraries participates in 3 “Big Deal” Packages 

Publisher

• Elsevier

• Wiley-Blackwell

• Springer/Nature

FY12 cost

• $1,100,388

• $   515,716

• $   176,517

% of FY19 $8.8M 

collections budget

16%

8%

3%

FY19 cost

• $1,446,894

• $   693,170

• $   233,377
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https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2018/05/08/more-institutions-consider-

ending-their-big-deals-publishers

https://sparcopen.org/our-work/big-deal-cancellation-tracking/



Global Walk Away From “Big Deals”

• EISZ Consortium in Hungary (Elsevier)

• Florida State University (Elsevier)

• FinELib in Finland (Taylor & Francis)

• Louisiana State University (Elsevier)

• Max Planck Society in Germany (Elsevier)

• Temple University (Elsevier)

• U-California System (Elsevier)

• UMass Amherst (Royal Society of Chemistry)



Negotiate transformative licenses

• Shift from paywall access to system supporting open scholarship

• Advance more sustainable models with fair, sustainable prices for 

value-added services to fund publishing

• Re-assert control of scholarship through rights agreements that 

benefit faculty and the academy

• Global and local scholarship ecosystem enhances opportunities 

for collaboration and new knowledge creation

– Plan S launched by Science Europe in Sep. 2018

requires scientists/researchers who benefit from state-funded research 

organizations/institutions to publish open repositories or journals by 2021
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MIT Framework for Publisher Contracts

• Oct. 17, 2019, MIT announces  a proactive stance articulated in the 

MIT Framework for Publisher Contracts in Oct. 2019

• Core principles:

– No author will be required to waive any institutional or funder open access policy 

to publish in any of the publisher’s journals.

– No author will be required to relinquish copyright, but instead be provided with 

options that enable publication while also providing authors with generous reuse 

rights.

– Publishers will provide computational access to subscribed content…

– Publishers will ensure long-term digital preservation …

– Institutions will pay a fair and sustainable price for value-added services, based 

on transparent and cost-based pricing models.
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https://libraries.mit.edu/scholarly/publishing/framework/


What is Open Access (OA)?

OA literature is digital, online, free of 

charge, and free of most copyright 

and reuse restrictions.

Reminder: UMass Amherst’s Open 

Access Policy passed by Faculty 

Senate April 2016
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https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2019/03/uc-elsevier-publisher/583909/

https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2019/02/university-california-boycotts-publishing-giant-elsevier-over-journal-costs-and-open

https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2019/03/01/university-california-cancels-deal-elsevier-after-months-negotiations
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UMass Amherst Libraries Strategy 

• Actions taken to facilitate transformation

– Established and manage campus institutional repository, ScholarWorks (2006)

– Manage campus Open Access Policy (2016)

– Offer suite of digital scholarship services

– Libraries endorse MIT Framework (2019, Oct 21)

– Working locally to create a similar framework with stakeholders

• Preparations for license negotiations

– Continue to access use of titles in journal packages

– Monitor trends across large research libraries with transformative agreements

– Regular updates to Faculty Senate and Councils
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Concluding Thoughts

• Stay informed

– Library workshops

– Department conversations

– Professional organizations

• Global movement is toward open scholarship

• Scholarly Outputs are evolving to open systems

• Position local efforts to fit into evolving global open scholarship 

ecosystem
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Questions

Marilyn Billings – mbillings@library.umass.edu

413-545-6891
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mailto:mbillings@library.umass.edu

